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It seems as if an age has passed since we
sent out our last newsletter. We are happy
to report that, at the time of writing,
Malawi has not been hit as hard by Covid 19 ,
as neighbouring countries such as Tanzania.
However Malawi is expecting a spike of
cases in June as the enthusiasm for rallies in
advance of their presidential election is in
danger of diminishing awareness of the
need for social distancing. Their medical
resources are, of course, limited, and even
soap will be in short supply. Some official
committees are ramping up communications to combat public complacency. We
gave our centre some basic advice, and
were pleased to hear that they were
already taking measures. Please pray for
the protection of the population as they
deal with this pandemic, without the
benefit of access to acute medical help.
Our team in Scotland
There have been some welcome changes to
our team. While Muriel Wilson and Madge
Irving continue to be the main link with our
many supporters, they were joined during
2019 by Ian Dickson, who brought
experience as Treasurer as well as several
helpful contacts in Malawi – he also keeps
our minutes and was made a Trustee in
January. Trustee Jim Walsham resigned as a
trustee in January, and we acknowledge his
support over many years. Malcolm McNeil
was appointed a trustee last summer,

making a full complement of four –
Malcolm brings his experience of work in
Kenya.
As well as the trustees, several others assist
in our work. Fiona Boyd, liaising with Ian
McFadzean, has processed our Gift Aid,
bringing in several thousand pounds of
funds. Cara Moynihan helps us send this
newsletter out to you. Others are named on
the website – if they’re not, prompt us to
include them! All deserve a mention! We
remain indebted to many people and
churches like St Ninians and St Johns town
of Dalry. Without your regular and
sustained giving, none of our work could
continue.
Our team in Malawi
We have had to part company with our
manager of the last three years, Forster
Abraham, and have appointed George
Makawa, a Care and Share Malawi trustee,
as interim manager for six months.

George, who is 39 and one of a family of
eight, is a local man and writes:
“My interests are working with the
community on different issues i.e.
community development. I have been a
leader in different community groups, for
example; I was chairperson for the whole
Phalombe district youth network. In 2015 I
was elected as a chairperson for Senior
Chief
Nazombe
Area
Development
Committee for 5 years and in 2019 after the
expire of my term, again was re-elected as a
vice Chairperson for the same community
until now. I am also a elder at my church.
My other work is doing small scale farming
and small scale business. I became a Trustee
of Care and Share Malawi in 2017.”
George is ably supported by Blessings
Chipoka in the office, and by Timothy
Mukota, another trustee.

Chiringa; and Ronald Tsonga, who
organised training for the water committee
at the end of March.
Unfortunately, these three items all
associated costs – thanks to you,
supporters, Abbas Rest is able to do
monitoring which is necessary for
charity.
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The Rotary Club of Ayr contributed to the
cost of training the water committee, as the
final stage of the solar-powered water
provision project carried out in 2018-2020.
Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVC)
Due to the present situation, we are not
able to show as many of our group
photographs as usual; but we can report
that Care and Share Malawi continue to pay
our beneficiaries school fees, buy school
uniforms and extra clothes as well as
providing each with a blanket and mat.
We also provide them with additional
learning materials, as required and will be
distributing extra maize, during the hunger
months, just to make sure that they do not
go to bed with empty stomachs.
The Elderly

Timothy is a family man with two children.
He is a small scale farmer and a small scale
business man.
Trustee Eunice Muleso resigned during the
winter, as she was moving away from
Chiringa. Fyness Banda is the Michesi Water
Scheme Co-ordinator.
Thanks also go to . .
James Lusuntha, of northern Malawi,
whose many years in water projects led to a
comprehensive report in March, as a result
of which we are engaging him to return in
June to improve systems in that field; Gloria
Nkhono, of Lilongwe, who carried out a
year-end audit in April, and who will be
advising on improved office procedures at

Maize will be distributed to the elders, in
our scheme, throughout the hunger
months from November 2020 to February
2021. 220 bags of maize have been treated
with chemicals to keep the maize in good
condition. (The crop in the Chiringa area
suffered this year from the Fall Armyworm
– common in Texas, it reached Africa in 2016,
and causes significant damage to maize
crops in some parts of Malawi.)
We will provide plastic sheets for roofing
their houses before the rainy season. We
will also distribute fertilizer to the elders for
the 2020/2021 farming season so that we
can improve their yields. It is also our plan
to purchase blankets and mats for the
elders as we are approaching cold weather.
We want to be assured that they are
protected from the cold weather.

Photos from the 2019 maize distribution

Property Maintenance
In November, we reported on replacing the
old gate, and the wall adjoining it. Here we
report on another wall - the heavy rains at
the New Year caused part of it to collapse,
and, as the rest of that wall was in poor
condition, we funded the rebuilding of the
whole section – this was done in February.

The Michesi Water Scheme
To monitor the success of the scheme, we
funded water meters installed at the water
points in December:
A beneficiary of fertilizer distribution

The Rotary Club of Ayr and Abbas Rest
jointly funded committee training in March.

Youth Empowerment
Care and Share Malawi will consider plans
to purchase sewing machines so that the
youth and vulnerable youth can be trained
in sewing in order to make them more self
reliant. We feel that this kind of training will
go far in order to help them to support
themselves and their families, through
sewing, rather than just waiting for
donations. We may also investigate the
possibility of acquiring a maize mill so that
Care and Share could generate some
income locally. These plans are, of course,
subject to the availability of funds.

The water committee meeting in May:

A tree-planting day in Chiringa in January
(involving many local groups)

is useful for messages – one this month said:
‘Keep up the good work!’
Supporters in St John’s Town of Dalry at
their Coffee Morning in October 2019

Annual General Meeting
We intended to book a church hall for our
AGM this year, to allow those who wished
to attend to meet trustees and other
supporters in a convivial atmosphere of
coffee and cakes. Unfortunately, this is not
to be. However, we plan to have a Zoom
meeting AGM, probably in July or August –
check the website at the end of June for
the date and time and joining arrangements
– we would love to see you then.
Banking, Gift Aid and website
On banking, we have joined today’s world
by having a ‘proper’ bank account. If you
donate to the Santander Savings Account,
there is no need to alter anything – it arrives
safely. However, we ask new supporters to
use the Barclay’s Bank account (20-29-24 a/c
80050482; details on the website). The new
account facilitates online banking, safer and
easier than the traditional savings account.
On Gift Aid, we have updated the form.
New supporters are sent a copy if they are
taxpayers able to top up their donation.
The website does not change much, but we
aim to ensure that the information is up-todate. This newsletter will appear on the
website. The website is our ‘public face’ for
potential new supporters. The contact form

A prayer to conclude at this time of world
crisis
Creator God,
Conscious of the abundance of the earth
we seek Your wisdom, as we reflect upon
the different harvests in our world today.
Not nearly responsive enough to the
hunger of some, help us to use all our gifts
to maximise the growing potential you have
given us. So often we sow ideas, totally
unaware of their likely outcome and yet we
need a rebirth in our thinking and a
renewed awareness of Your eternal
purpose. Make us more and more alert to
the harvests of our political decisions, our
commercial decisions, our scientific
decisions and our spiritual decisions so that
we take critical account of their potential
outcome before we agree to their planting.
Let this difficult time of in-gathering
become a dedicated, compassionate and
spiritual time of re-distributing so that Your
will may be truly done and all Your people
be allowed to be part of Your body. For
Jesus’ sake. AMEN
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